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Word Student-friendly definition

traverse p 3 travel across or through

disciple p 4
a personal follower of Jesus during his life, especially one of 

the twelve Apostles

alibi p 11
a claim or piece of evidence that one was elsewhere when an 

act, typically a criminal one, is alleged to have taken place

engulf(ing) p 21
(of a natural force) sweep over (something) so as to surround 

or cover it completely

interrogation p 28
the action of interrogating or the process of being 

interrogated

thwart(ed) p 50 prevent (someone) from accomplishing something

expressionless p 74
(of a person's face or voice) not conveying any emotion; 

unemotional

bane p 87 a cause of great distress or annoyance

crackling p 88 make a rapid succession of slight cracking noises

peril p 89 serious and immediate danger

traipos(ing) p 92 walk or move wearily or reluctantly

treacherous p 97 guilty of or involving betrayal or deception

faulty p 99 working badly or unreliable because of imperfections

scamper p 104
(especially of a small animal or child) run with quick light 

steps, especially through fear or excitement
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encouragement p 106 the action of giving someone support, confidence, or hope.

stupendous p 120 extremely impressive

snuggered p 122 (especially of clothing) very tight or close-fitting.

astronomically p 123 enormously or inconceivably large or great

extend(s) p 136 cause to cover a larger area; make longer or wider

deities p 144 a god or goddess (in a polytheistic religion)

vigorously p 146
in a way that involves physical strength, effort, or energy; 

strenuously

optimum p 150 most conducive to a favorable outcome; best

ignorant p 157
lacking knowledge or awareness in general; uneducated or 

unsophisticated.

fumble p 158 use the hands clumsily while doing or handling something

thwart p 179 prevent (someone) from accomplishing something

outrageous p 191 shockingly bad or excessive

barometer p 192 
an instrument measuring atmospheric pressure, used 
especially in forecasting the weather and determining 

altitude

scheme(s) p 202
a large-scale systematic plan or arrangement for attaining a 

particular object or putting a particular idea into effect

aimless(ly) p 205 without purpose or direction

deduce p 270
arrive at (a fact or a conclusion) by reasoning; draw as a 

logical conclusion

extinct p 303
(of a species, family, or other group of animals or plants) 

having no living members; no longer in existence
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